It’s Not over until it’s Over:
The David/Goliath battle is ON!

By Laura Densmore

Biden has announced a “victory” for his campaign. Why did this happen?

*To bring us, the church to our knees, in total and complete dependency on the God of Israel, to humble us, to keep us in continuous prayer so that we will rely on HIM, trust in HIM, put our faith in HIM! This battle will fought and won in prayer: “not by might, not by power but by my spirit says the LORD!”

*So that when the battle is won and the breakthrough happens, Yeshua will get ALL the glory! Is anything too hard for the LORD? He can and will accomplish the impossible!

*Boomerang “God” trap: The radical left think that they have won. They have been lulled into an arrogance of their supposed “fraudulent victory”. Right now, we don’t see the violence in the cities. When all is said and done, this will boomerang back on their own heads.

**We will ARM UP in scriptures to engage in battle!**

Read 1 Samuel 17:1-3. Israel was on one side of the mountain, the Philistines on the other side of the mountain and a valley in between. Similarly, there is a GREAT DIVIDE in our nation right now. The battle is about to unfold in that valley.
Goliath seems formidable, he is a giant, he has armor, sword, shield, power and strength. Similarly we are up against a Goliath. Big tech has sided with the radical left, big money has been poured into their cause, they have galvanized the most "extensive" voter fraud network that has ever been deployed.

Goliath declared: I defy the armies of Israel this day. Biden has falsely and fraudulently declared himself the “winner” of the Presidential election. When Saul and all Israel heard the words they were dismayed and greatly afraid. When many Christians heard this news on Saturday, they were dismayed and greatly afraid of what a Biden presidency will mean for this country.

David arrives on the scene. He states, "Who is this uncircumcised Philistine that he should defy the armies of the Living God? He wants to take away the reproach from Israel. We ARE the armies of the Living God! We are David and his army in this spiritual battle!

David sets aside the armor, shield and sword, and instead selects five smooth stones and his slingshot. We are going to use “five smooth stones” tonight in our prayer, five strategic prayer targets and sling them at the Goliath entity!

Goliath taunts and mocks David. Am I a dog that you come to me with sticks? And he cursed David and his God. Similarly, we are being cursed, mocked, scorned in the corporate mainstream media. Turn it OFF! Don’t listen to it! Listen to what God says, not what the media says!

Listen to how David responds. Hear his heart and hear his spirit. We need to walk in the spirit of David right now!

Then David said to the Philistine, "You come to me with a sword, with a spear, and with a javelin. But I come to you in the name of the LORD of hosts, the God of the armies of Israel, whom you have defied. "This day the LORD will deliver you into my hand, and I will strike you and take your head from you. And this day I will give the carcasses of the camp of the Philistines to the birds of the air and the wild beasts of the earth, that all the earth may know that there is a God in Israel. "Then all this assembly shall know that the LORD does not save with sword and spear; for the battle is the LORD’s, and He will give you into our hands.

The shot to Goliath’s forehead was a strategic HEAD SHOT and it took him OUT!
Five Smooth Stones: Five Strategic Prayer Points!

1. **Don’t give in to doubt, discouragement, dismay or defeat!** Don’t walk away, don’t concede, don’t give up. Hold your position! Don’t leave your battle station, don’t leave your place on the wall! Time to STAND and FIGHT this battle in the spirit!

“Never give in--never, never, never, never, in nothing great or small, large or petty, never give in except to convictions of honor and good sense. Never yield to force; never yield to the apparently overwhelming might of the enemy.”
— Winston Churchill

Why are so many Christian leaders conceding the election? Why are so many Christians throwing up their hands in defeat and giving up and conceding?

This is a battle. This is NO TIME to quit, give up, walk away or concede! What if David had conceded to Goliath, to his taunts/boasts? What if David had walked away and had never engaged in battle?

**Ephesians 6:13:** *Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to STAND.*

**To stand: in greek: histemi:** to cause or make to stand, to place, put, set, to make firm, fix establish, to cause a person or a thing to keep his or its place, to set or place in a balance, to weigh, to stand ready or prepared to be of a steadfast mind. of quality, one who does not hesitate, does not waiver

**Prayer Target:** Push away spirit of doubt, discouragement, dismay and defeat. Pray for the intercessor army troops to STAND and FIGHT this battle in the spirit!
Participate with and then PRAY for Trump’s Legal Defense

Trump: “I believe the American People deserve to have full transparency into all vote counting and Election certification, and that this is no longer about any single Election.”

This is about the integrity of our entire Election process.

Boots on the ground: Pray and then ACT!

CONTRIBUTE TO TRUMP’S LEGAL DEFENSE FUND AND FIGHT BACK!

We need to go the courtroom of heaven and petition the judge of the universe. Remind him of all the prayers that have been lifted up, remind Him of the promises made, and ask that HE FIGHT the battle on our behalf and ask for him to RENDER JUDGMENT in our favor! What happens in heaven happens on earth. This case is being litigated on many fronts. It will most likely go all the way to the Supreme Court. Let us go now to the heavenly Court and petition our King!

Biden launches Presidential “Transition team”. Trump asks SCOTUS to intervene

Prayer Target: We lift up the team of lawyers that are now working on behalf of President Trump in the key battleground states of Arizona, Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and Georgia.

Prayer Target: May funds come in to fill up the “war chest” to fight this battle on the legal front!

Prayer Target: We ask for FAVOR FAVOR FAVOR for Trump and his legal team when his case finally makes it to the Supreme Court of the land!

Prayer target: We pray that hard and irrefutable evidence will come for that reveals and exposes the massive voter fraud and scam!

3. Boots on the ground: Action we can take: SIGN the Petition for integrity in our election process!

Over 66,500 people have signed this viral petition in less than 24 hours!

If you haven't already SIGNED, please consider signing now.

Tell President Trump that you want him to exhaust every legal possibility to discover if voter fraud played any role in the election result.

Stand with President Trump to PROTECT THE VOTE!

Prayer target: Abba, we ask for INTEGRITY and TRANSPARENCY in the election process! We pray that this petition will get tens of thousands of signers and that this will encourage President Trump and his team to PRESS ON in this battle!
4. **Time to PUSH this baby out!**

Pray
Until
Something
Happens

The election has been likened to a birthing process. The intercessors are like the midwives of heaven, and we go to the LABOR room of heaven to see a Trump second term be birth. There is a spirit of abortion, an assignment of death out to try to “kill” that second term. No woman, when she is in labor, says, “I quit, I give up, I can’t do this, I want to go home now.” No, there is a time to PUSH, to collectively PUSH together in the spirit, in prayer, to see the birthing come forth, to see the breakthrough.

**Prayer Target:** Abba, we PUSH in the spirit, as your spiritual midwives, we “pray until something happens, we pray until we see your breakthrough”. We PRAY IN THE SPIRIT in warfare! We confess that we are facing a GOLIATH with immense resources, power, and corruption. They come to us with sword and spear, but we come to this Goliath entity in the name of the living God of Israel, the LORD of HOSTS, Yahweh Sabaoth!

5. **Pray over the battleground states:**

Pennsylvania
Georgia
Michigan
Arizona
North Carolina
Wisconsin